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Abstract

This paper investigates the adaptation of one of the Big Five Personality traits namely Openness in local community acceptance toward local government information system. The data collected via survey based on Openness statement taken from Big Five Personality Inventory item. This is to gain idea regarding acceptance on information system such as information system services in local government agencies in Northern Malaysia that has been introduced to them. Questionnaires has been distributed to collect data and has been analyzed using statistical software. Analyses such as percentage and correlation are been executed to differentiates and tabulate the data to readable results. The findings of the study believe could give the idea to the local government or local authority in providing better services to their community.
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Introduction

Rapid development of information technology nowadays gives changes on the way we live and work substantially. Malaysia is actively improving its infrastructure in giving the best services to its citizen. For example, the local government has improving it services to local community via information system such as electronic services. It considers as an efficient medium of services delivery to community (Mohd Nazri, 2008). In Malaysia, the development information system network started in 1987 by MIMOS (Malaysian Institute of Microelectronic Systems) which setup network call RangKom (Rangkaian Komputer Malaysia) which connects several universities. In previous era, RangKom provides services such as e-mail and news group services to the community. The rapid growth of network nowadays resulted big impacts on people lifestyle. How they perceive and the people acceptance on the services provided by the local government agencies. The internet growth contributes to the changes of information flow to the society. Internets is defined as interconnected networks using standardize communication protocol. Thus, indirectly eliminate geographical and time barriers. Even the government had spent a lot of money in proving the infrastructure to cater the needs of society, for example in 2019 the allocation budget estimated is more than RM 415,000,000.00 and this figure increases more to than RM 813,000,000.00 under The Ministry of Communications and Multimedia for year 2020 (Ministry of Finance, 2019). This show s the importance of the technology in these days. The purpose of this paper is to explore personality traits of acceptance information system based on Big Five Personality traits namely openness. This study attempts to find out the relationship between the two variables which are openness and acceptance.
Personality represents the individual behavior pattern through which can be identified by individual adaptation or reaction to the surrounding environment. This study adopts the Big Five Personality Traits as model in categorizing personality. This model derived from Allport, and Odbert early work to describe personality characteristics in English language (Allport & Odbert, 1936). Their work set as primary starting point in understanding people personality traits (Howard & Howard, 2004). Openness Personality for the Big Five Personality Traits is adopted in this study. The Openness Personality Trait consider the important domain in Big Five (Kaufman, 2013). This can be defined as degree to which individuals exhibit intellectual curiosity, self-awareness, and individualism. Openness are people or person who portray characteristic who willing to encounter a wide variety of ideas, feelings, and activities (McCrae & Greenberg, 2014). Such persons or peoples are willing to consider new ideas and alternative principles (Nayyar, Rana, Farheen, Ghazala & Mohammad Taqi, 2012). These people are categorized as the people who go with the changes for better such as from using the physical services to virtual or electronic based services. Ideally this type of personality person who is ready and have open minded towards new changes occurring around them with resulted them happiness and ease. Relating with acceptance. It can be defined as readiness to accept or usage of something or someone in their life. Acceptance can be related with mutual understanding with two or more parties (Dewall & Bushman, 2011) which can lead to happiness or better cooperation between those parties. Relating with information system, acceptance reflect the readiness to use the system as daily routine or lifestyle if needed.

Methodology

The data for this paper were collected through questionnaire. A total of 400 questionnaires were distributed around Sungai Petani district. From this, 45 questionnaires were incomplete which resulted only 355 questionnaires findings is used for this analysis which contributed to 88.75 percent of the valid response. The collected questionnaire been analyses to get alpha value for reliability for Openness Personality trait and acceptance. The alpha value for each variable is 0.811 and 0.847 which is acceptable because the minimum acceptable value is 0.70 or 0.6 (Griethuijsen, et al., 2014). The statements for the questionnaire related with Openness Personality is taken from Big Five personality traits. The statements had been categories in related personality (Goldberg, 1993; John & Srivastava, 1999).

Result

This study analyzed 355 questionnaires. From the total respondents, 166 respondents are male, and 189 respondents are female. Majority of the respondents age between 28 years old and above, while total of 200 respondents are age between 19 years old to 27 years old. The statement used in the questionnaire survey are taken from Big Five Inventory items. The inventory is design in short statement or phrases to make it easy to understand (John, Donahue & Kcntle, 1991; Benet-Martinez & John, 1998; John,Naumann & Soto, 2008).

Based on table 1, the table indicate ten statement related with Openness Personality. Each statement has its own understanding. Based on the ten statement the top three highest statement indicate by the respondent are prefers work that is routine, statement is curious about many different things and statement Likes to reflect, play with ideas. Each of the statement carry value of 223, 211 and 210 respondents. However, if combine the respondent’s opinion between agree and strongly agree, the top three statement are different which are statement is curious about many different things, statement is ingenious, a deep thinker and statement is original, comes up with new ideas. the value of each combine value is 305, 282 and 271 respondents.
Table 1: Openness Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Openness Statements</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Is original, comes up with new ideas</td>
<td>16 (4.5)</td>
<td>68 (19.2)</td>
<td>195 (54.9)</td>
<td>76 (21.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Is curious about many different things</td>
<td>11 (3.1)</td>
<td>39 (11.0)</td>
<td>211 (59.4)</td>
<td>94 (26.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Is ingenious, a deep thinker</td>
<td>6 (1.7)</td>
<td>67 (18.9)</td>
<td>209 (58.9)</td>
<td>73 (20.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Has an active imagination</td>
<td>7 (2.0)</td>
<td>88 (24.8)</td>
<td>187 (52.7)</td>
<td>73 (20.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Is inventive</td>
<td>13 (3.7)</td>
<td>99 (27.9)</td>
<td>187 (52.7)</td>
<td>56 (15.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Values artistic, aesthetic experiences</td>
<td>17 (4.8)</td>
<td>77 (21.7)</td>
<td>193 (54.4)</td>
<td>68 (19.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Prefers work that is routine</td>
<td>11 (3.1)</td>
<td>67 (18.9)</td>
<td>223 (62.8)</td>
<td>54 (15.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Likes to reflect, play with ideas</td>
<td>15 (4.2)</td>
<td>78 (22.0)</td>
<td>210 (59)</td>
<td>52 (14.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Has few artistic interests</td>
<td>23 (6.5)</td>
<td>85 (23.9)</td>
<td>194 (54.6)</td>
<td>62 (14.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Is sophisticated in art, music, or literature</td>
<td>37 (10.4)</td>
<td>94 (26.5)</td>
<td>162 (45.6)</td>
<td>62 (17.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*percentage value round at one decimal point

Looking at the disagree and strongly disagree statement the combine values indicate the top three statement are "is sophisticated in art, music, or literature", "statement has few artistic interests" and "likes to reflect, play with ideas". The value of each statement which combine respondent’s opinion disagree and strongly disagree are 131, 108 and 93. The percentage value are 36.9 percent, 30.4 percent, and 26.2 percent.

Other statement such "values artistic, aesthetic experiences" indicate combine value of agree and strongly agree of 261 respondents, statement "has an active imagination" indicate of 260 respondents for combine opinion agree and strongly agree and last statement "is inventive" indicate combine value of agree and strongly agree of 243 respondents. The percentage combine values are 73.6 percent, 73.3 percent, and 68.5 percent.

Related with the information questionnaire statement, the questionnaire was distributed concurrently with the Openness questionnaire. Based on the analysis, several statements indicate positive opinion which respondent choose to agree and strongly agree. Statement like "information system provided by my local authority or local government has an impact in my life" indicate value of 266 respondents 89 respondents who choose to disagree and strongly disagree. Statements like "information system is the best way of getting the task done" indicate 287 positive opinion rather than 68 combine opinion who disagree and strongly disagree. Another statement "information system is the best medium to interact local authority" reveal 289 respondents give positive feedback compare 66 respondents give on contrary feedback. This statement indicates how people access information or lodge a report such as drainage problem, wild animal problem. Next statement, "it would be difficult for me to do the task without information system" show combine value 222 respondents rated as agree and strongly agree compare 133 respondents give disagree and strongly disagree. The different is between opinion is 86 respondents which is 25.1 percent. The value of the respondents is various because the respondent feedback based on their opinion and experience.

As for the relationship between Openness Personality traits toward acceptance of information system, the correlation analysis is been analyze using statistical software. As illustrated in figure 1. The result
form data analyze indicate the $r = 0.346$, this relationship is considered moderate because $r$ value range between 0-3 – 0.5. Thus, if the hypothesis is being apply there is a positive relationship between openness personality trait and acceptance and information system.

![Figure 1: Relationship between variables](image)

**Conclusion**

Personality trait is the categories of people or person to set of groups based on specific characteristics. Each of these traits have its own distinguish trademark that differ from each other’s. As an example, Openness Personality trait by general definition is people who embrace or open changes. While acceptance in this study, reflect the people adoption toward information system that their local authority or local government introduce to them. From the outcome some of the respondents are happy to use while remaining does not prefer to use the information system. Whatever the result indicates, people favour is based on their own opinion and experiences. Technology nowadays is a norm and lead to changes of working and lifestyle at ease and more convenience. It helps to get, and share information needed faster and globally. (Mohd Zool, Kamarudin, & Zaherawati, 2017). Best information system can lead to good governance.

As conclusion, the result would probably have different result if the study is done in various timeframe. This due the advancement of the information technology has evolved time by time. Even some of the administrative agencies had adopt these changes by embedded in daily administrative activities. As for user the chances lead them do adopt the changes in their daily.
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